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Development of High Coercivity Nd-Fe-B Magnet
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Improvement of magnetic properties of permanent magnets became very important issue

due to the need for resource saving and energy saving. Nd-Fe-B magnet now shows best

properties among permanent magnets; however, further improvement of the properties is

required.

Heavy rare earth elements such as Dy are added for the improvement of properties of Nd-Fe-

B magnet; however, the resource of these elements are very limited. In order to decrease the  

amount of the heavy rare earth elements, the enhancement mechanism must be understood.  

So, multi-scale characterization by SEM, TEM and 3DAP have been applying to understand  

the relation between the magnetic properties and themicrostructure[1].
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 Smaller grain size leads high coercivity and the low

temperature dependency.

 Reason of high coercivity is due to high amount of Nd

in grain boundary phase.

 Small temperature dependency of coercivity is due to

decreasing the demagnetization field.
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【Magnetic property】
Low hot-deformation  

temperature leads high  

coercivity and the small

temperature dependency[2]

【 SEM 】 Grain size of hot-deformed magnet was  

decreased by decreasing the process temperature[2].

【TEM】 Grain boundary structure became amorphous when the  

hot-deformed temperature was low[2].

【 Atom probe tomography 】 Grain boundary phase has less Fe and more Nd by low hot-deformed temperature.[2]

【Micromagnetic simulation】[3]

a)Smaller grain size shows better temperature  

dependency, smaller β, of coercivity.

b)Smaller grain size decreased effective demagnetization  

factor, Neff, of equation Hc = αHA - NeffMs.

 Reducing Dy usage in a rare-earth magnet

 Improve high temperature magnetic properties
 Develop high performance magnets for hybrid/electric  

vehicles
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